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Fairy tale part 2 osrs guide

This is a continued effort of my FAIRY OSRS quest and by completing this OSRS Fairy 2 trying to gain you access to the Fairy Loop Network. As well as access to the Fairy Fixit Fairy Enchantment store. As you may remember from the OSRS legend I was trying to make queen fairytale sick of fighting
Tanglefoot.  Queen Perry should be awake and in charge of the lost city by now, but what happens in Zanaris? Why didn't Perry's godfather step down from the throne? What happens to all fairytale residents and where has Perry gone enough? To find out what happened, you need to unlock this secret
and help the Queen with the effort and skill needed for osrs 2 legend before you start the OSRS 2 legend you need to complete my fairytale – growing pain effort. Skill required for OSRS Fairy 2 – Treating the Queen's Quest are: 57 Herblore49 farming 40 thief items needed for OSRS Fairy 2 Dramen or
Lunar StaffVial from waterPestle and mortar cambate equipment and good foodRestore potion graveyard teleport surprise! For starters, talk to Martin The Master Gardener at Draynor Market. He will tell you to return when your products have grown, so wait until your quest menu says your products had
plenty of time to grow, so took about five and a half minutes of imported. Talk to him again, he'll tell you that there's still something wrong with crops, not believing your story about fairies and accusing you of causing this problem. agree to investigate for him . Now you need to head to the swamp and you
need to go to the small strap to reach the Zanaris. Keep in mind that your drumman or lunar staff must be equipped before entering the strap or unable to go to the Zanaris. To Perry's enough Grotto, just north of the bank.  Go in, and you'll see a short cut. On the floor and next to one of the potion racks is
a fairytale certificate enough that you need to pick up. Talk to The Perry Chef in the South Bank, he will tell you that he has seen similar inscriptions on a sign near the mysterious ruins, the ruins of the cosmic altar south of Zanaris, next to the entanglement zone. Inscriptions are located south of the altar
on the wall next to a tree. Read the rune temple sign, now with this we can decipher the back of the certificate.  The Godfather attacked us, the certificate said. we escaped safely . If you are loyal to Her Majesty, find us using air, DLR, DJQ, AJS coordinators. Open the fairy ring speaking to the fairy
godfather in the Queen's Fairy Thrones room located next to the murderous master. Ask her what happened to the Queen, who is clearly starting to panic and rushing to say she will make a search party for her. Ask him both questions, and then agree that when you find the Queen, he'll let you back,
Godfather. Use the fairy ring to find the queen. He wants you to talk to the coordinator outside the room to learn more about the rings. After speaking with the co-ordination and being informed of the extensive history of fairy rings and queens, head southwest to the fountains where you should see the fairy
ring.  Talk to Perry Fixit, and then, use the fairy ring while using Dramen staff. Congratulations you now have access to the Fairy Loop Network, if you attempt this only for the fairy ring you can stop here. Re-group by clicking on the Fairy Loop configuration, now we need to go to air (Islands: South
Witchaven). To dial a fairy ring address you have to rotate the wheel on the letter you want to address, then click on Teleport to the destination. Sufficient certificates must be in your inventory for this. Then continue dialing the next DLR sequence, DJQ, and the last one is AJS (Islands: Penguins Near
Miscellaneous, or Queen's Place).  If you end up on an island with some penguins, you either mistakenly enter codes or you don't have enough certificates. It may also have given up decrypting the certificate message or simply lost a code in the sequence. I hope you have to be in the new Fairy Queen
place just go up the track and go to the northeast room enough to talk to Perry, who, along with a very wise fairy, will let you know that the Queen is not good because the Godfather has hurt her by not bringing back her magical separatists.  As his secret is drained, he cannot retaliate without obtaining
secateurs, which you accept to restore. Go back to Zanaris and choose The Fairy Godfather, this requires level 40 thieves to be successfully finished. If you fail, you'll be camerad out of adultery.  A quick way to get back to Zanaris is the Remote Sano Cemetery which will place you a few steps away from
the Canifis Fairy Ring. Try pickpocketing from behind or sides, and make sure none of your heads are looking directly at you. You have to get a golden queen, and at this point, you'll see the orcs patrolling Zanaris. When you take the separator from The Godfather of Perry to the circles of perry go back to
Queens' hideout using the same codes to return, just right-click the configuration and you'll see a small box that says travelogue on the right side of your screen.  But this time when you click on the location it will automatically put the code for you.  Treat the Queen with the perry enough and give her the
separator, she will use them to rejuvene the Queen, but they don't work perfectly. Enough to tell you that she needs a special magic potion potion to fill the queen's lost life energy.  To build potions, you need to collect some star flowers and gork claw powder. Return to the fairy ring and use the CKP code,
which will transport you to a cosmic plane. Around for about two minutes while the star flowers grow.  You can spend time contemplating the mysteries of the universe by speaking with the cosmic ones that live there. Pick a star flower when preparing, and add your harvest to the water vial. Gork's claws
go back to Zanaris, resuring each armor and weapon with about 10 pieces of good food. The Goracs are very precise, so take the best melee armor you have in hand. They are aggressive, but fortunately, they are not located in a few combat zones, so you can only fight one in time.  However, by
remaining in the fairy ring, they will be aggressive until they are attacked. Also, gouraks are hit through prayers, so the prayer of protection has no effect. You can reduce your chances of hitting you by wearing top crush-resistant armor like chainmail. Use the DIR sequence to reach another plane full of
goraks. You must have a certificate on your inventory for this! Kill them by eating food if necessary and drinking restore potions if needed until you claw gorks.  To leave, equip your staff from choice and remoteness to Zanaris using the right-click option on the fairy ring. Chop the claws with pestle and
mortar until the gork claw powder is obtained. Mix star flowers and gork claw powder in the vial of water to make our potion magical.  Return to the resistance hideaway, use a dose of magic breath potions on the Queen, who finally regains her senses. As the Queen angrily prepares to return to Zanaris
and take back her throne, Perry is very wise enough to remind her that the fairy godfather has thugs and orcs in her possession.  His army is easily out of rank, compared to Her Majesty's small group of loyalists. The Queen noticed a flaw in the plan, and accepted the advice and allows fairy godfathers to
remain ruler of Zanaris for time. The reward for OSRS Fairytale 2 2 Points Quest3,500 Herblore Experience 2,500 Thieves Experience Antique Lamps awarded 2,500 experiences per skill over level 30 fairy tale Part II - Treat the Queen is the second attempt at the Fairy Tale Quest series. Details[editing |
editing source] note: This effort doesn't have to be completed to use the fairy loop system; Only part needs to be completed (there is no skill needed to unlock them). Walkthrough[edit | edit source] Master Farmer[edit | edit source] Note: Do not pickpocket Martin before you start the quest, or you won't be
able to continue for 15 minutes of in-game time. For starters, talk to Martin The Master Gardener at Draynor Market. He will tell you to come back when your products have grown, so wait until your quest menu says your products had plenty of time to grow; it takes almost five and a half minutes of time
imported. Talk to him again. Tell stories about fairies and accuse you of causing this problem. agree to investigate for him . Surprise! [Editing | Edit Source] Perry has enough grotto, loot fairy enough grotto place. Strange fairytale symbols are found behind enough fairytale certificates. Go to adultery, and
go to Perry's lot enough Grotto, just north of the bank. Go in, and you'll see a short cut. On the ground and next to one of the potion racks is fairytale certificate enough; pick him up . Right-click and select Study. The study of the certificate behind it reveals that it is covered with strange fairy symbols. The
cosmic altar of Wenon is on the southern wall, the sign reads. Talk to the p perry chef at South Bank he will tell you that he has seen similar inscriptions on a sign near the mysterious ruins - the ruins of the cosmic altar south of Zanaris, next to the tanglefoot area. Inscriptions are located south of the altar
on the wall next to a tree. You should look at the sign and read the certificate. Symbols say The Cosmic Mihrab of Wenon. If you were to translate it, he would sing behind the certificate: The Godfather attacked us. we escaped safely . If you are loyal to Her Majesty, find us using air, DLR, DJQ, AJS
coordinators. Open fairy ring[edit source] Talk to the Fairy Godfather in the Fairy Queen's throne room located next to the master slayer. Ask her what happened to the Queen, who is clearly starting to panic and rushing to say she will make a search party for her. Ask him both questions, and then agree
that when you find the Queen back, the Godfather will let you use the perry ring to find the Queen, he'll ask you to talk to the coordinator outside the room to learn more about the rings. After speaking with the co-ordination and being informed of the extensive history of fairy rings and queens, head
southwest to the fountains where you should see the fairy ring. talk to perry facebookt . After that, use the fairy ring while using drumman staff (or lunar staff if you partially or fully complete lunar diplomacy). You may now use fairy rings across Gielinor without finishing the effort, if you'd prefer. See the Fairy
Ring Guide for all possible combinations. Re-grouping[editing] with sufficient certificates in your inventory, use the fairy ring as a trail four times. You need to repeat this sequence every time you wish to visit the Queen's fairytale hideaway. Once you have done it correctly once, trail four will appear as an
option at the bottom of the teleports list. After trying you no longer need enough certificates, but you still need to do all four teleports. Sufficient certificates on your inventory must be obtained after meeting the skill levels needed to complete the effort. If you end up on an island with some penguins, you
either mistakenly enter the codes You do not have enough certificates and may have given up decrypting the certificate message or simply lost a code in the sequence. Queen Perry, on her bed, is dying. I hope you have to be in the new Fairy Queen place just go up the track and go to the northeast room
enough to talk to Perry, who, along with a very wise fairy, will let you know that the Queen is not good because the Godfather has hurt her by not bringing back her magical separatists. As his secret is drained, he cannot retaliate without obtaining secateurs, which you accept to restore. Go back to Zanaris
and choose The Fairy Godfather, this requires level 40 thieves to be successfully finished. If you fail, you'll be camerad out of adultery. A quick way to get back to Zanaris is the Remote Sano Cemetery which will place you a few steps away from the Canifis Fairy Ring. Try pickpocketing from behind or
sides, and make sure none of your heads are looking directly at you. You have to get a golden queen, and at this point, you'll see the orcs patrolling Zanaris. Note: If you prepare the ingredients in the ahead, make sure you have secateurs to fairy enough before mixing the magic spirit/grinding gork claws,
or you have to get the ingredients across again! Magic essence [edit | edit source] back in Fairytale hideaway, talking to fairy enough, and secateurs him. She will use them to rejuvene the Queen, but they are not fully working. Enough to tell you that she needs a special magic potion potion to fill the
queen's lost life energy. To build potions, you need to collect some star flowers and gork claw powder. Star flowers[edit | edit source] return to the fairy ring and use the CKP code, which will transport you to a cosmic plane. Move around for about two minutes while the star flowers grow. You can spend
time contemplating the mysteries of the universe by speaking with the cosmic ones that live there. Select star flowers when ready (49 farming requirements), and add your harvest to the water vial (57 herblore requirements — however, if you're rising, wait until you have gorak claw powder because you
need 57 herblers to finish the potion). Gork's fork[edit | source edit] returns to the Zanaris, and harvests every armor and weapon, along with about 10 pieces of good food. The Goracs are very precise, so take the best melee armor you have in hand. They are aggressive, but fortunately, they are not
located in a multi-ligament zone, so you can only fight one in time. However, by remaining in the fairy ring, they will be aggressive until they are attacked. Safespotting Player goraks Tips: Goraks use admiced melee attacks, meaning prayer protection has no effect. However, you may use strengthening
prayers such as piety. Calculate the accuracy of goraks attacks by defending your crush, so it is recommended to Crush-resistant armor like chainmail. Gouraks can be secured (see screenshot). However, aggression and high maximum impact may render this difficult, so be careful extra if you are low-
leveling. In Zanaris's fairy ring, use the DIR sequence to reach another plane full of gorac. You must have a certificate on your inventory for this! They are level 145 or 149 and occasionally drain the spots of the stat. Kill them, eat food if necessary and drink restore potions if needed until you have a gork
claw. To leave, equip your staff from choice and remoteness to Zanaris using the right-click option on the fairy ring. Chop the claws with pestle and mortar until the gork claw powder is obtained. The final scene[editing | edit source] mixes star flowers and gork claw powder into the vial of water into the
magic potion potion (57 herblover required). Return to the resistance hideaway, use a dose of magic breath potions on the Queen, who finally regains her senses. Players use magic in the Queen, save their lives! As the Queen angrily prepares to return to Zanaris and take back her throne, Perry is very
wise enough to remind her that the fairy godfather has thugs and orcs in her possession. The army has easily de-ranked him, as compared to His Majesty's small group of loyalists (many of whom are injured). The Queen noticed a flaw in the plan, and accepted the advice and allows fairy godfathers to
remain ruler of Zanaris for time. Congratulations! The quest is over! Rewards[edit | edit source] Note: There are six Medium Achievement Diary entries requiring travel to a fairy ring which can be completed once fairy rings are unlocked: ALS (Kandarin); AIR+BIS (Ardougne); CIP (Fremennik); DIS
(Lumbridge &amp; Draynor); CIR (Kourend &amp; Kebos) Music unlocked[edit | edit source] Required for completeing[edit | edit source] The cipher clue GBJSZ RVFFO during a hard clue (see Treasure Trails). Trivia [Editing | EditIng Source] This effort goes by a few of the same names on RuneScape:



'Fairy Tale II - Treat the Queen' in the game window, when you click on the arrival of Quest Magazine, and in the Quest Magazine Control Panel. 'Fairy Tale Part II - The Queen's Treatment' at the Knowledge Base. If you use enough testimony on one of Zanaris's sheep, your character asks the sheep if he
knows what strange markings mean, which the sheep will say: Man has found some symbols and he doesn't know what he means, so now he reciprocates me and ruins my routine! The same theme-ending theme called A Song That Never Ends, sung by a sheep puppet. If you use enough certificates on
one of the cows in Zanaris, your character asks the cow if it knows what strange markings mean, the cow will tell it: Can't man make a mention? I've been. You! You think I'd ignore you if I wanted to discuss the essence of Rothch? This is a reference to The Ronchach Psychological Test. Godfather Fairy
has a right-clicking option of pocket selection to replace Pickpocket like most other NPCs. If you're trying while you have a scrolling clue (which requires the Fairy Queen to give you puzzle boxes) in your inventory, when you go to Fairy Queen Magic Essence, she quickly gives you puzzle boxes for clues.
When you talk to him after finishing the box, the original effort dialog starts up. Despite being in attackable, cosmics technically have an internal drop table. This drop table is mainly composed of secondary ingredients for potions made using Herblore and a non-standard Gisheh drop table that includes
Grimm's Torstol, snapdragon, toadflax and rogue briefcase. Wallet.
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